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4 TeleconnectionsMankind has long been intrigued by the possibility that weather in one location is relatedto weather somewhere else, especially somewhere very far away. The fascination may be mostlyrelated to possible predictions that could be based on such relationships. The severe weather thatharmed the British Army in the Crimea in November 1854 (Lindgrén and Neumann 1980) wasdue to a weather system moving across Europe, suggesting it could have been anticipated fromobservations upstream. It took analyses of many surface weathermaps, an activity starting around1850, to see how weather systems have certain horizontal dimensions, thousands of kilometers infact, and move around in semi-systematic ways. It thus followed that, in a transient sense, theweather at two places can be related, and in a time-lagged sense that weather observed at one (ormore) places serves as a predictor for weather at other locations. The other reason for fascinationwith tele-connection might be called ‘system analysis’. The idea that given an impulse at somelocation (‘input’) a reaction can be expected thousands of miles away (the ‘output’) through achain of events, is intriguing and should tell us about the workings of the system. It is akin to anengineer testing electronic equipment. Unfortunately, nature is not a laboratory experiment wherewe can organize these impulses. Only by systematically observing what nature presents us with,may we dare to search for teleconnections in some aggregate way. The word teleconnection suggests a connection at long distance, but a stricter definitionrequires some thought and pruning down of endless possibilities. We need to make choices about a) simultaneous vs time lagged teleconnections, b) correlations vs other measures of ‘connection’,c) transient vs standing teleconnections, d) teleconnections in filtered data (e.g. seasonal means)vs unfiltered instantaneous (e.g. daily) data, and e) one or more variables. On a), b) and e) ourchoice in this chapter is simultaneous, use of linear correlation (except in sct 4.3 where othermeasures of teleconnection are discussed), and a single variable respectively. On possibilities c)and d) we keep options open.



Here ‘significant’ means both statistically significant and of practical importance. 1 Ch. 4 2

4.1 Working Definition. A teleconnection is a simultaneous significant  temporal correlation in a chosen variable between1two locations that are far apart. Where ‘far’ means beyond the monopole of positive correlationsthat is expected to surround each gridpoint or observational site. ‘Beyond the local +vemonopole’ implies we should first look for significant -ve correlation, keeping in mind there maybe significant positive correlation at even greater distance. These teleconnections should exist inthe original ‘raw’ data and in that sense be ‘real’. By far the two most famous teleconnections  inthe extra-tropical NH are the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Pacific North-AmericanPattern (PNA). The most important teleconnection with predictive implications, is probably theglobal ENSO teleconnection. 
4.2 Two most famous examples in NHA few examples should focus the discussion. Fig.4.1 shows two patterns that most expertswill identify as the NAO and PNA. They were calculated from seasonal mean (JFM) 500mbheight for the period 1948-2005, a total of 58 realizations of seasonal mean flow for the areanorth of 20N. The two maps are of the ‘one-point teleconnection’ variety, terminology due toWallace and Gutzler (1981). I.e. for the NAO we have chosen the basepoint at 65N,50W, and forthe PNA at 45N,160W. How we came to choose these base points will be discussed later. Themaps show contours of the correlation between time series at the base point and all other points.

ij  i  jIn view of (2.14) the correlation !  (shorthand for !(s  ,s ) is given by 
ij ij ii jj  !  = q /sqrt(q .q ) , (4.1) 

swhere i is the base point and j are all other points, 1<=j<=n  . The NAO pattern shows a positivecorrelation around its basepoint, as expected around any basepoint, but more interestingly, a very
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large area of negative correlation to the south stretching from North America to deep into Europealong 35-45N (sloping northward as one goes east). This means that when 500mb height is higherthan usual near southern Greenland it tends to be lower than normal along 40N and vice versa.This ‘see-saw’ in 500mb height, by geostrophic approximation, modifies the strength of thewesterlies (or polar jet) in between the two main centers of the NAO across the Atlantic. Furtherto the south, 20N-30N, heights are positively correlated with the Greenland basepoint. In thephase where the polar jet is strengthened, the subtropical jet is weakened, and vice versa. In anutshell, this is the most famous teleconnection in the NH, discovered and named byWalker(1924), who worked with mean sea-level pressure data. The NAO is a standing oscillation- there is no implied motion of the pattern, just a change in polarity described by the sign of thetime series of 500mb height anomalies at 65N,50W, which is shown directly underneath the map.There are a few scattered weaker centers of +ve and -ve correlation elsewhere over thehemisphere, but they are weak and only the one near coastal east Asia is robust. The NAO has astrong link to the alternation of westerly and blocked flow across the Atlantic and is present fromthe surface up into the stratosphere.The map in the right in Fig.4.1 shows positive correlations close to its chosen basepoint at45N,160W, as expected, but now -ve correlations both ‘upstream’ near Hawaii and ‘downstream’over west-central Canada. Furthermore, there is a positive correlation over SE North America. Incontrast to the NAO, which has two (maybe three) main centers, the PNA has four main centers.The PNA centers are organized along an arching pattern, looking somewhat like EWP dispersionin 2 dimensions (see Chapter 3; Fig.3.2), and therefore is suggestive of wave energy travelingfrom the HI center, via the North Pacific, and from central Canada to SE North America. (Weinfer the direction because the group speed of Rossby waves always has an eastward component.)Extrapolating further upstream the wave energy appears to come from the deep tropics near the



 This suggestion about tropical forcing explains the explosion in popularity the PNA received in the mid 1980's2when a global observing capability in real time was is place for the first time during a strong El Nino event (1982/83).Ch. 4 4

date line . In contrast to the Atlantic the Pacific has only a subtropical jetstream in the mean, and2the PNA does modify this jet, but mainly west of 150W. As is the case with the NAO, the PNAhas a clear overlap with the phenomenon of alternating periods of blocked flow, particularly in theGulf of Alaska, and periods of stronger westerlies. The PNA was named by Wallace andGutzler(1981), but can be found without a problem in the atlases of O’Connor(1969) andNamias(1981). Just as the NAO, the PNA is a standing oscillation which changes polarity, butdoes not propagate in terms of a phase speed.The time series, the height anomaly at the basepoints, are often studied for long termtrends. Indeed, the PNA time series suggests that the polarity opposite to what is shown in Fig.4.1 was uncommon before 1976 (Douglas et al 1982; Trenberth 1990). The trend towardsnegative in the NAO time series from the 1950's to 1990's was noted also by Hurrell (1995) andlinked to higher temperatures over the Eurasian continent in winter and even the global meantemperature. However, this trend has since faltered. The main variation in Fig 4.1 is inter-annual,not a long term trend.It should be noted that the PNA and NAO operate in nearly distinct spatial domains. Inother words, in view of Eq (2.1) these two patterns are nearly orthogonal. This happens in anatural way, not by mathematical design, because calculating teleconnections this way has noorthogonality requirements built in. The only overlap is over eastern North America and adjacentAtlantic, where the PNA and NAO may be in competition.Fig. 4.2 shows a rendition of the teleconnection that currently is most famous of all. Weplace the basepoint at 2.5S,170E (i.e. outside the domain displayed) and calculate the correlationof 500mb height in the deep tropics near the dateline with gridpoints over the NH (20N-pole). Atthis point we do not invoke SST or tropical forcing explicitly. We just note that when heights arehigher than average near the dateline, heights tend to be higher than normal everywhere in the
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tropics (not shown), and into the subtropics and lower mid-latitudes,  i.e. positive correlation overan area covering nearly half the planet. In the north of the general Pacific North American area wefind negative correlation near the Aleutian Islands, and positive over NW Canada. Study of thecorrelation of the tropics with the extra-tropics in the PNA area was pioneered by Horel andWallace(1981), at a time much less data was available. The positive excursions in the time seriesin Fig 4.2 mark the years of all the famous El Ninos (1958, 73, 83, 98). However, the time seriesalso has a dominant upward trend, or perhaps a discontinuity near 1977, which serves as areminder that researchers have to decide whether this is real (faithful to nature), or caused byinhomogeneities in observations used in the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis. Another point of discussionis whether Fig.4.2 shows the PNA in mid-latitudes. After more than a decade of loosely callingthe mid-latitude portion of Fig 4.2 the PNA, there is enough of a shift in space to consider thepattern associated with ENSO events in the tropics to be different from the PNA (Livezey andMo 1986; Straus and Shukla 2002). The reader can study this by comparing Fig.4.1 and 4.2. TheENSO teleconnection modifies the subtropical jet in the Pacific, but farther east than the PNAdoes. Other estimates of the ENSO teleconnection will be presented in Ch 5 and 8.
4.3 The measure of teleconnectionTeleconnections have been studied primarily with linear correlation, as in eq (2.14) and(4.1). We did the same in the above, but there are different techniques that have been used, areimplicit in EOFs, and should be considered for better understanding. Instead of correlation onecan use its close companion the regression coefficient. Plotting teleconnections using regressioncoefficients has been rare because the remote centers of opposite sign generally look lessprominent that way and thus less interesting, especially in the Pacific. (Regression coefficients areuseful in making orthogonal functions called EOT, see below.) Prominent among the alternativesare ‘composites’ based on satisfying a particular criterion. For instance, a composite mean for allcases when the anomaly at the North Atlantic basepoint of the NAO is greater (smaller) than " (-
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") times the local standard deviation.
<deleted text>
4.4  Finding teleconnections systematically. Empirical OrthogonalTeleconnections (EOT) 
Using Eq (4.1) Namias(1981) evaluated the correlation between any basepoint and all other

ij s spoints, i.e. for each value of i, there is a map of  ! , 1<=j<=n  . Since i can be varied from 1 to n
sas well, one has a full Atlas of n  one-point teleconnection maps. Namias(1981) provides such anAtlas for the four main seasons for 700mb height, 200 pages in all.  His work was an update andextension of an Atlas by O’Connor(1969). O’Connor’s atlas in fact consisted of composites of theNH 700mb height field given that at one particular point the anomaly is in excess of somethreshold - i.e. asymmetry between +ve and-ve anomalies was surveyed. Both O’Connor andNamias had a practical application is mind. In long range forecasting one would encounter thesituation of being relatively certain about the forecast at one or at most a few points in the NH,and the task was to sketch the rest of the field (by hand in those days) using the teleconnectionatlas.  To this day the CPC is following this process in making the 6-10 day and week2 forecastsand has an updated electronic version of O’Connor’s atlas to do this work; the most recentreference is Wagner and Maisel(1989).  In spite of these early efforts with a practical application, there is at first sight, limited

ijscience in calculating !  endlessly (more output than input). The effort to systematize thesecalculations with the purpose of finding just the main (very few) teleconnections started with
iWallace and Gutzler(1981). They searched for those basepoints s  , that have the strongest

j jnegative correlation with some remote point s   (and usually with an area around s  ). They
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summarized their findings on a teleconnectivity map indicating areas that relate (with negative orpositive correlation) to other remote areas. The two patterns in Fig. 4.1 are a summary as well in
1 2that we picked the two best situated basepoints s  and s . Keep in mind that one also gets thePNA by taking a basepoint near HI, or Canada, but these are the redundant doubles. A third andfourth pattern can be displayed, but they explain much less variance (a topic not well developedfor one point teleconnections because orthogonality is not enforced) and are far more sensitive toadding or subtracting a year in the dataset. The PNA and NAO are robust and not too sensitive toadding or subtracting a few years, and can be found by every reasonable technique. A weak point of teleconnections a la Wallace and Gutzler(1981) is that one cannot easily(by projection) represent the original data in terms of a linear combination of NAO, PNA etc.Both patterns are derived straight from the original data, as opposed to deriving the 2  patternndafter the first was removed from the data. The latter can be done by orthogonalizing the base

1point teleconnection approach. Given the first point of choice (for whatever reason) s , one canreduce the anomaly data by
1 1f  (s, t) = f (s, t) - a (s , s) f (s , t),reduced

1 1where a (s , s) is the regression coefficient between s  and any other point s. Then the next task is
2to find a 2  point s  (by whatever criterion) in the reduced data. And so on for the third point,nd

1after reducing the data a 2  time. It is easy to see that the temporal correlation between f (s , t)nd
jand f  (s , t) is zero for all j. Because of this orthogonality (in time) this procedure allowsreducedfunctional representation as per (2.7a) as follows: M m m s tf (s, t) = < f (s , t) >  +# a(s , s) f( s , t) 1 <= s <=  n  1 <= t <=  n  (4.2)m=1m mwhere  a (s , s) and f (s , t) are derived from m-1 times reduced data. In addition to functionalrepresentation one now can also define the notion explained variance by each teleconnection

1 2pattern. In fact explained variance gives the most rational basis for choosing s , s  etc in a certain
iorder. One wants to maximize  EV(i), i.e. find that s   for which 
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sn  ij jjEV(i)     = !  !  * q  (4.3)2j=1is the highest. 
sFig 4.3 shows a map of EV(i), i=1, n , for the JFM 500mb data. On the upper left one cansee several areas where time series at points explain more than 16% of the variance at all otherpoints combined. The points in these areas are those associated with the NAO and PNA. Thehighest EV(i) is 21.3% at 65N,50W. Picking this point leads to a description of the NAO. Afterreducing the data set once the new EV(i) map on the right emerges, and the PNA is the obviousnext choice. After removing the PNA a rather bland field of EV(i) at 8% or less remains (seelower left), and the choice of the next point is a moot point and depends sensitively on adding orsubtracting a year from the data set, or changing the domain somewhat. Nothing stands outbeyond NAO and PNA. 

1 2If one follows the procedure described above to pick s , s  etc, one obtains functionsnamed Empirical Orthogonal Teleconnections, see Van den Dool et al(2000), or at least oneversion of them. Fig. 4.4 is like Fig. 4.1 but presented as EOTs. The two first basepoints in bothFigs.4.1 and 4.4 were chosen by maximizing explained variance as per Eq (4.3). While the twopatterns in Figs 4.1 and 4.4 look very similar there are these differences in methodology and
mdisplay: 1) Fig. 4.1 has correlation, Fig. 4.4 has regression a (s  ,s).  2).  Fig. 4.1 is derived fromfull original anomaly data, while in Fig.4.4 the m’th pattern is derived from m-1 times reduceddata. 3) Teleconnections are chosen for the existence of remote -ve correlation, while EOTsinclude a premium for explaining variance nearby, i.e nearby positive correlation adds to EV(i). 4)Fig.4.4 is consistent with Eq 4.3 and the notion ‘explained variance’ now has a meaning. In spiteof these differences, EOT still resembles the well known one-point teleconnection patterns, atleast for the first few modes, but has the advantages of functional representation and explainedvariance. EOT are much like EOFs (next chapter), and are almost indistinguishable from the mostcommon type of rotated EOF (Smith et al 2003; Rennert and Wallace 2004/5). 



To actually go from a demonstration of EWP2 in Fig.3.2 to a steady state teleconnection pattern like the PNA one3needs to do some work. Fig.3.2 shows only the beginning of a transient phenomenon. One needs to reinforce at each time stepthe initial source (and the latitude and size of the source are also important) , and add some dissipation. A time mean may haveto be taken to retain only steady state response. Ch. 4 9

4.5 DiscussionThere is a large body of literature since the early 1980's that attempted to studyteleconnections via EOFs, but EOFs nearly always had to be rotated (Horel 1981; Barnston andLivezey 1987) so they would better resemble the Wallace and Gutzler one point correlations. Barnston and Livezey (1987) gave an exhaustive classification of teleconnections, using rotatedEOF, well beyond just NAO and PNA, for all 12 months of year. EOTs are much simpler tocalculate than rotated EOF, with no truncation and rotation recipe required.Much has been made in the literature over the past twenty five years about the shape andorientation of ‘eddies’. The summary is that low frequency eddies are more often identified aszonally elongated, while the high frequency eddies are more often meridionally elongated. Eddiesin different frequency bands are typically obtained by applying a digital filter to the observations.In this chapter the examples always used seasonal mean data, thus emphasizing zonally elongatededdies suggestive of meridional energy transport. At the very least the PNA looks like very muchthat. The NAO is also zonally elongated, but the suggestion of wave energy passing through isweak. If one studies high frequency filtered data, one is more likely to find transientteleconnections of the meridionally elongated variety, somewhat like the EWP1 dispersion of asource in mid-latitude. In reality, in unfiltered data, both types are present as can be seen from theEWP2 dispersion in Chapter 3. The reason EWP1 looks more like high frequency may be that thegroup speed is enhanced in the zonal direction by the background wind, see Appendix Chapter 3,so zonal dispersion is inherently on a faster time scale than meridional dispersion.While the PNA is likely explained in part by wave propagation , the NAO does not fall in3this category. The NAO remains somewhat of a mystery being highly weather related on the onehand (Franske et al 2004 ) but often invoked to explain interdecadal climate variability on the
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other (Hurrell 1995). Wallace and Thompson(1998) have speculated that the NAO is amanifestation of something more fundamental, namely variation in the zonal mean zonal wind,something relevant to all longitudes, not just the Atlantic basin. Indeed, in the stratosphere and theSouthern Hemisphere such zonally invariant variations appear very important. In this context theyintroduced the ‘annular mode’ (initially called Arctic Oscillation (AO)), but the AO cannot befound in the Northern Hemisphere troposphere by traditional teleconnection methods (Ambaum etal 2002; this chapter), although this point may be debatable (Wallace 2000). There is nocounterpart to the NAO in the Pacific basin, at least nothing of that importance in terms of EV.Some studies have reported independent east and west Pacific Oscillations, but they are weak inEV. A fruitful approach is to study how NAO and PNA in their respective polarities changelatitude and/or strength of the climatological jet streams in the Pacific and Atlantic basin(Ambaum et al 2002). It would be an overstatement to say we understand teleconnections. Even if the PNA isexplained by wave energy propagation, we have not explained why it is where it is, or why thereare no PNA look alikes at other longitudes. Moreover, no-one has ever seen the PNA or NAO -even at record breaking projections the flow across the Atlantic does not look all that much likethe canonical NAO. Another research issue: What is the relationship of the Icelandic Low and theAzores High (two climatological fixtures) to the two main poles (anomalies) of the NAO??The reader should note that a systematic search for teleconnections on seasonal meanZ500 from 20N to the pole in JFM yielded the NAO and PNA, so where exactly is the ENSOteleconnection? Originally it was thought that the PNA is the vehicle that brings the tropicalENSO into the mid-latitudes, but this view is no longer universally held. The EOT approachallows one to chose a time series from outside the domain of analysis, here 20N-pole, for instancea time series that represents ENSO. Fig. 4.2 may be seen in this light. Forcing an ENSO pattern asthe first mode explains only 8% of the Z500 variance. The next EOT modes after the first forcedmode is removed are the PNA and NAO with 3 and 1% EV less than before. This suggests that
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NAO and PNA in Z500 are modes primarily internal to mid-latitudes. Does this mean ENSO isunimportant? ENSO becomes a more important component by any of the following steps: 1)extend the domain slightly southward to 10N or the equator, 2) standardize the Z500 variable, i.e.de-emphasize the high variance Z500 areas in high latitudes, 3) use streamfunction instead ofheight. Some of the calculations in Chapter 5 will bring out this point.
4.5. Monitoring, indices and station dataBecause of their importance, several institutions keep track of NAO, PNA etc in real time.The favored method is to express the state of these modes by an ‘index’. The index could, inprinciple, be something mildly complicated (projection coefficients of an EOF), but is usuallymore simple. In view of Fig.4.1 and in the spirit of Wallace and Gutzler(1981) an NAO indexcould be defined as a) the height anomaly at a single point 50W, 65N (Z’(50,65)), or b)(Z’(50,65)-Z’(50,30))/2.
< deleted text >

There is an apparent contradiction in using a single (or a few) points and measuring thestate of a large-scale pattern spanning the earth. This is the mystery of teleconnections. One canproject data onto a large scale pattern, but the time series of the projection coefficients is veryhighly correlated to the data at a single point (which was selected for having that property). It istruly remarkable that pressure at a single location like Darwin in the fall has useful predictiveinformation for winter in some far away mid-latitude areas. All observations are irreplaceable, butsome observations are even more valuable than others.
Closing commentIn this chapter we discussed simultaneous teleconnections, as is done in most
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teleconnection studies. In truth teleconnections are not simultaneous. If there is a perturbationsomewhere in the system, it takes days or weeks or months for the effect to be felt far away.Moreover, the restriction of simultaneity would appear to reduce application to prediction. Sowhy are (simultaneous) teleconnections so often mentioned in connection with seasonalprediction? The best illustration is ENSO. If we forecast a large positive or negative ENSO index(such as the Nino3.4 anomaly) for next winter we assume that the simultaneous teleconnectioninto the (lower) mid-latitudes will be automatically there. The interpretation of the simultaneousteleconnection is enriched by the interpretation of cause and effect, and how energy flows. Theapplication of the teleconnection towards prediction is possible when the upstream cause ispredictable to a certain degree. Application of diagnostic knowledge about the NAO and PNAtowards prediction is much harder. 


